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It is 2:30 a.m., and your pager just went off.
After checking your voice mail for the
night’s new disaster, you dial into the

client’s site. You cannot seem to access the
server. The endless possibilities go through
your mind: Is the Remote Access Server (RAS)
service hung? Is the modem hung? Is the
modem in use? Has someone stopped your
remote control software again? The list goes
on. As support professionals, we face these
issues every day.

Although some of us are employed by larger
companies that have manned 24-hour call cen-
ters, many of us work for companies that are
not generally open 24 hours a day, but rely on
their on-call staff to handle after-hours crises.
The reality is that no matter the size of the
company, we all face the issue of remotely sup-
porting our clients in a reliable manner. Not
only does your company’s outstanding product
set you apart from the competition, but your
service/support and response times to resolve
problems are equally as important.

BY DALE MURPHREE

Remotely supporting clients in a reliable manner can be cumbersome for many
support professionals. This article examines the considerations for implementing

remote access and examines ways to resolve some of the problems that dial-in
support personnel may face.
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For those lucky few, the problem is one
that can be handled the next day. If you
happen to be in the healthcare industry, as I
am, having a system down is realistically a
life or death situation. Even outside of my
chosen industry, a system that is down must
usually be back up and running ASAP. The
tools we use, and the way we use them, can
sometimes be problematic at best. As you
read on, my hope is to help you resolve
some of the problems that dial-in support
personnel may face.

GAINING ACCESS

One of the first decisions that you will
face concerning remote access is how to
gain that access. The most readily available
and most popular access is dialing in over a
regular phone line (POTS) using a modem.
More thought should go into this than you
might think:

◆ Speed of the link: Depending upon
how “clean” the line is you could get
speeds up to 56K upload and download
(on a single modem); however, between
36K and 45K is probably a more
accurate connection speed. You could
use “shotgun” or “multilink” technology
to double your access speeds, but this
would have to be implemented on both
sides of the connection.

◆ Internal vs. external modem: If internal,
what resources are available on the
machine that you want to access? Are
there slots available? Are these slots
compatible with the modem (i.e., ISA
or PCI)? Will you have any conflicts
such as IRQ demands? If the modem is
external, is there a serial port available
(or USB depending upon your operating
system)? If your modem gets “hung”
and will not release the line, an external
modem is easier to cycle. If a modem
goes out (which actually happens quite
often in areas that have many electrical
storms), an external modem can be
replaced with no downtime to the user.

◆ Who supplies the physical line?: Do
you or your client have to order the line
to be installed? Who pays for the
installation and the monthly service
fees? Who calls the phone company
when the line is down?

The next step up from a POTS line is
ISDN. ISDN is faster than the typical dial-up.
It is usually connected at 64K or 128K
depending upon how it is configured. If you
use multilink (to allow use of both the b1
and b2 lines), it must be available and con-
figured on both ends of the connection. As
with the POTS modem, you would still have
to think about internal vs. external. Who
supplies the line is a lot more relevant here,
due to the drastic differences in costs asso-
ciated with an ISDN line (both installation
and monthly fees/usage costs). ISDN lines
come in several different options, and different
areas of the country use different terminology.
You must ensure that you get what is needed
when ordering. Note that an alarm will be
triggered at the telephone company switch if
the ISDN lines are not connected. Phone
companies are notorious for switching off
lines that show no physical connection. Even
if you unplug your modem for maintenance,
in a short period of time (each service
provider is different, but the duration could
be as little as an hour), the phone company
may shut it off. You must then call your
telephone company to have it reactivated. It
is a process, but after-hours, it is next to
impossible to get this done.

It should be understood that whether you
use an ISDN or a POTS line, your modem
must be compatible with your OS. Quite
often, updated drivers must be obtained to
get full performance from your hardware.
You should also note any hardware

incompatibilities that you must work
toward solving. For example, we spent
many man hours/weeks tracking down a
problem with our ISDN modems not getting
full throughput. After going around and
around with IBM and 3COM about the
problems, it turned out to be a flaw in the
UART chip in that particular model of IBM
MPRO Intellistation. We ended up replac-
ing several workstations that relied on this
ISDN connection. This, of course, cost us a
great deal of money and reduced our
clients’ confidence in us and our software.

You can also use the Internet as a remote
control mechanism. There are numerous
ways to implement Virtual Private
Networks (VPNs) via the Internet to gain
access to a remote PC. A main point to
consider with using a VPN is security. Are
you going to use a hardware- or a software-
based VPN and firewall? Either way, there
are many configuration issues to be worked
out ahead of time, including (but definitely
not limited to) the following:

◆ Which ports allow incoming and
outgoing traffic?

◆ Will access to the public be allowed?
◆ Who maintains the security and

IP database?
◆ Does your Internet Service Provider

(ISP) have/allow VPNs?

You can also directly connect to remote PCs
that have a direct or “always on” connection
to the Internet (such as DSL). One of the
main issues you might face with DSL is
whether you have a static IP. If you do not
have a static IP, you will have to find a way
to obtain the PC’s current IP for most
remote control software. Again, you need to
take security into consideration with this
type of connection, as most DSL providers
do not implement any type of security
model, leaving that up to the end user.

There are, of course, other ways to
remotely connect such as T1, T3, frame
relay, etc. However, the aforementioned
types of connections are the most popular
and readily available types. After weighing
all of the costs, support, and configuration
issues, you can best decide the course you
want to follow.

REMOTE CONTROL SOFTWARE

There are many remote control packages
to choose from, some good and some not so
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good. In house, we have our preferred software package, which I
will get to in a moment. First, I will tell you why we stopped using
one vendor’s software.

For the past few years, we have been using another commercially
available product. We used several different versions with all of the
recommended patches and updates. To say that we had problems
with it is an understatement. What worked one day would not work
the next. When we dialed in our servers would lock up for no reason.
The video would freeze and do “weird” things. The servers would
reboot for no reason while dialed in or when disconnecting. One of
our clients even forbid us from accessing their server remotely, due
to the instability of the remote control session. The vendor’s tech
support was no help at all, and the wait time to talk to them was
intolerable. On one occasion, I even tracked the techs down at a
trade show to go over our problems. They had no answers for me as
to possibilities. They went on to suggest putting their unreleased
beta version out on our site to see if the new version would fix the
problems. On the machines that it would work on, it was slow, and
the video on the client (guest) side looked bad.

While researching a replacement for this product, we evaluated
several other packages. One package that we liked was a Web-based
shareware called Remotely Anywhere from 03AM Laboratories. It
had many nice features, but was cumbersome in some areas. One of
the pros of this shareware solution is that its author can be easily
reached via email, and quickly tries to implement new features and
enhancement requests. This is one solution to definitely keep an eye
on. Some other packages we tried included Carbon Copy from
Altiris and ControlIT from Computer Associates. Some other software
packages that might fit your needs (depending on your OS and other
system requirements) are Novell’s ZENWorks and SMS from
Microsoft. The package that we selected was NetOP from Danware
(which is marketed by CrossTec Corporation).

NetOP Remote Control is a very robust piece of software. It is
exceptionally fast compared to other products. It works cross-platform
to just about any OS (although we only use NT and 2000) and is
very stable. It has too many features to really get into, but a few of
them are drag-and-drop file transfer, chat (both audio and text),
remote reboot, browsing for hosts, extensive security configurations,
zoom functions to run windowed or full-screen, recording of sessions,
and a gateway feature. The gateway module allows a single point of
dial in/out for all of your hosts, which is great if you are running
multiple network segments for different PCs. It also allows multi-
protocol routing (i.e., IPX to IP) to control PCs. A help desk feature
allows users to contact specific support technicians at the click of a
button. This is not to say this product is perfect. We have found a
couple of minor things (e.g., hitting the up/down arrow too fast
sends a ctrl/alt/del command, and clicking the mouse button too fast
on a scroll bar causes it to scroll on its own), but the vendor is working
with us to rectify these issues.

CrossTec has an excellent Technical Support department. They will
even dial in to your site to help resolve issues. I have never been put
on hold for more than a few minutes before an actual person picked
up the phone. That alone is worth its weight in gold. We actually liked
the product so much that we started replacing the existing product on
all of our client servers, and adding it to most of our client stations.

Windows 2000 Server has a built-in remote control software
called Terminal Server. NT could use this also, but Terminal Server
had to be purchased separately. Terminal Server is easy to install

and run. However, it is a little more difficult to get applications to
run under it, especially applications that are not common or standard.
You must run compatibility scripts for some applications, and others
may even require logon scripts. The licensing requirements are also
a nightmare. If you want to use Terminal Services, you first need to
research what you want to run on it.

TROUBLESHOOTING THE CONNECTION

Now that you know how you want to dial in and what software to
use to control the remote system, some basic things need to be exam-
ined if you cannot connect. First, you must determine whether it is
the client (guest) side or the host side connection that is not working.
On the client/guest side, make sure you can communicate with the
modem. One of the easiest ways to tell on an external modem is just
looking at the lights for connection activity. If you are communicating
with your modem, do you get a dial tone? Most OSes provide you
with some basic information on reasons it failed (i.e., no dial tone,
modem or port in use, etc.). Are you dialing directly out of your
remote control software or from dial-up networking first? If you are
using dial-up networking, make sure RAS is running and that it is
configured for dial out. If you are on an ISDN line, make sure that
you have the correct SPID numbers configured for your line.

Once you have determined that everything is correct on the
client/guest side of things, and that you can dial out, do the same
thing on the host side. Make sure that RAS is enabled for dial-in
access (if your OS is answering the line) and/or have your remote
control software answer. By default, RAS will answer an incoming
call over any of your remote control software. If you are dialing out
from your client/guest using your remote software, in most cases
you will have to disable RAS from answering on the host side to
enable your software to answer. You need to ensure that whatever
protocol you are trying to connect with from the client/guest side
exists on the host side. Some remote control packages also only listen
on one specific IP address, or may bind only to a specific NIC. For
example, the product we previously had in place binds to the first
NIC by default. It can be changed within the registry, but you
should be aware of it. Pay particular attention to this if you are coming
in on a network segment that is not bound to your first NIC. Some
remote control software can listen to multiple IP addresses, which
makes it much easier to work with. Depending on the software, you
might have to configure incoming and outgoing ports as well as
protocols. See your software manuals for specific settings regarding
ports. If you are not dialing directly from client to host (either with
the software or RAS), and you are going in or out of a firewall, you
must know your port assignments. If you are using a proxy server
or some other firewall that you must go through, it will probably
have to be set to allow your needed port(s) access in and/or out. In
most cases, your system administrator will need to do this.

CONCLUSION

By now, you should be well on your way to accessing your
client’s site. This article has tried to show you some of the planning
that you must go through, and some of the trouble spots to exam-
ine. This by no means covers all that you may face. Different soft-
ware packages may have different OS and/or hardware require-
ments. Client phone lines may have service terminated without
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your knowledge. Someone may have unplugged or rerouted your
modem phone line. If you encounter problems, cover the basics and
you should be well on your way to finding a solution.

NaSPA member Dale Murphree has been in the IT industry in a service/
support role for more than 12 years, with the last four in the healthcare
industry. He is currently the Manager of Technical Services for
StorCOMM, Inc., a leader in the design, implementation, and support
of highly scalable Clinical Image Management Systems (CIMS). These
systems range from teleradiology and Picture Archive and
Communication Systems (PACS) for clinic or departmental use, to
enterprise-wide CIMS for multi-facility healthcare systems.


